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	ISIS is the tip of the iceberg called radicalization. The iceberg is the large pyramid of embedded male bias in thousand of names about our species, the basic tenet of which is man, male. 
	Patriarchy made us believe we were 'two-men-of-opposite-sexes'. Mankind.
 
	IF we were two-men-of-opposite-sexes, one would believe 'wo' man's rights to factual and correct information about her membership in the species would be systematically included in 'hu' man rights. But in patriarchy's 11,000 year development of language, this is not so. 
	The moment fem was re-named 'wo' man in the 11th Century, the right to factual information about what we are as a species was wiped out. (Wo) man was born in chains, Manu's chain, the Lord who subjugated the feme half of the species to the male half by law.  Lord Father Manu, 2400 BCE, would have all his heirs in his name: man, his son, and his son's object, (wo) man. 
	When it comes down to rights we find they are deeply ingrained in our minds as hu man rights. We take for granted that 'wo' man's rights are 'hu' man rights. The names 'wo' man (11th C) and 'hu' man (13th C) hold up Manu's name, man, like a flashing billboard in the mind.  
	Being man in reality entails only being male. No wo, hu, or other add-on, changes man male to man not-male. And re-naming the feme sex fe+male (for rhyme!) in the 13th Century didn't change her into a not male man. Sounds cannot bring about physical changes. Only evolution brings changes.
	Sounds used to falsify reality do not bring about the falsified reality. Changing apple to apfig does not make the apple a fig. But, sound being fluid, the name man became a handy-dandy hook on which to hang sounds, fooling the masses for centuries. 
	One tactic in patriarchy's strategy was to divide the sexes by value. Patriarchy systematically devalued one sex to value and name other one the whole species... mankind, begun in 9000 BCE by the Sumer who named the phallus Supreme Creator. The sound us, in phallus, being one of the names. Phallus, God.  
	Sacred penis. Holy virility. A lot of bias and falsification followed. All along patriarchy's 11,000-year-rule the sacred penis motivated embedding male-bias in names. The religiofication of holy Phallus expanded in a virile language in a way the masses would not see through. Sacred, sacrament, sacrifice, sacrificial, etc., semen, seminal, seminar, seminary, semiotics, etc., testes, testa, testament, testator, intestate, test, testimonial, etc., valuing the male in names such as virility, virtue, verse, universe, verity word, worthy, etc.   
	
	Wo and hu added to man, along with thousands of names embedding male bias, make the names appear correct, normal and natural. Patriarchy's 11,000 years  of developing language was a long process of radicalizing the mind of the species into being believers in sacred penis. Patriarchy redirected the species from being two independent minded beings to being a belief-agency on planet earth for Manu, two men (man and (wo) man) believing in man. 
	Having evolved as two animals with the capabilities to make and use speech, to make themselves wise, fem and man were made to believe they were two-men-of-opposite-sexes. This singular radicalization is unsurpassed to this day. We are no longer a species of relatively consistent minded feeling beings doing relatively good reasoning. We are an institution of believers grounded in sacred maleness, a belief-agency believing in mankind. Virile. Pure. Perfect. Potent. 

	This is not about political correctness.  It's about the factually correct name.  Let's create an analogous model resembling "man consists of man and woman, as humans."  Let's re-name the proton, the proelectron. We can now define electrons as consisting of electrons and proelectrons. We've created-by-name two-electrons-of-opposite-charges, by creating-by-name an electron that's not an electron.  
	Wo man creates a man-that's-not-a-man by name. We've been forced to use wo man because her name, fem, was put out of usage since having been re-named wo +man in the 11th Century. Wo +man is not factually correct.
	The other problem is opposites. The electron that is an electron is a negative charge. The proelectron is not. The electron is given +1 in value, it carries fact, is truth. The proelectron carries neither fact not truth, -1in value.
	In man as man and woman, patriarchy, like Hu, (Ptah's tongue,) created-by-name two-men-of-opposite-sexes. 1, Opposites tell us only two sexes exist. 2, That one sex carries fact and truth. 3, That opposite sex carries neither fact not truth, thus of less value. Opposites: one is and (the other) one is not what the first one is. 
	Fact: there are several sexes. Fact: sexes cannot be defined as opposites. Fact: There's no such entity as a not-male man.  Fact: The one who named herself fem did so because she was not a man. Fact: she was intentionally re-named wo +man to support patriarchy's ideology (Manu's,) that of being a male-dominant species, and the whole species. The opposite (sex) was to submit and obey, use the name woman. If she didn't obey the fear planted in the species was that she would "effeminate" the virile pure, perfect and potent man species! 
	Hatred of fem fueled the fear. Violence kept it going.
	Effeminate? What a strange linguistic anomaly! Fact: feminate does not exist as a symbol-in-itself to this day. So, how did effeminate come about? And, come to mean "to weaken"? 
	So I'm now going to feminate the species. I have as much right as man to make names. I'm going to add 'im' to masculate. To immasculate means to masculinize language to the extent that it redirected the mind from being a relatively rational organ to being a believing agent. Mankind, species, is a belief-agency. Belief in mankind has a higher value than facts and truths about our species. To hell with knowledge!  
	Radicalization: 11,000 years in the making. Methodology: embedding male-bias in names. Ideology: patriarchy, male domination and control. The message: (God) sacred penis. Belief: mankind, superior, entitled to control. 
	Virility is not 'effeminate'. The thorough immasculation of  language. making the whole species man is now Absolute Truth. Belief affirms faith in man. 

	So ... now ...  we're afraid to use the correct name fem. It makes us feel foolish. Fear allows the powerful to continue with their radicalization as if it was OK. We cede our power to the powerful. We believe in the powerful, mankind.  As (wo) man misleads, lies, violates logic, reality and truths, she misdirects us as if these were values for us to uphold for mankind. Radicalization is not pretty. 

	The evidence-based name sapiens consists of fem and man, two thinking-and-feeling animals that evolved with the capabilities to make many sounds and give them meaning. Patriarchy put sapiens out of usage too, by re-naming our species (hu) man. 
	 Sapiens, (singular, sapien) is a many splendored name, reached by consensus.  I say this because all five of our senses, sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell went into the name. Based on reality. Taken from the metaphor of the pine tree, sapin, straight and tall, all five senses went to work in observation. Sapin -> sapien. Tree -> true.  Straight, applied to straight thinking. Not biased. Inclusive.  Its cognates, sapience, sapient, sapiential, names that would continuously bring us back to look at what we are as a species, are all but ignored today. Few know these symbols existed before and up to the 13th century. Savvy and sage came out of the social contract in seeing ourselves as sapiens.
	Manu's seminal edict-contract dictating man keeps us pivoting on man. This is radicalization par excellence. 
	Sapiens don't need phallic sky-hooks.
          
	Only in retrospect can factual naming be restored, brought back to be used, or created. And it can only come from you. And you. And me. From our species as sapiens.  It's one of the great advantages of being born into the species that creates speech and language that patriarchy couldn't ever take away from us, no matter how deep and extensive his radicalization program was.   	
	Although patriarchy radicalized us as "mankind" mankind can't ever take away our inalienable right to control the ground rules in speech making. As sapiens, by evolution, we control the ground rules: we refuse a name and/or demand that logic, facts and truths be reflected in names to be used every day by everyone of us. Factual and logical names help the minds of every one to be relatively consistent thinking-and-feeling individuals in the accident of being born as sapiens that evolution brought about.  Evidence-based and factual names are useful to everyone. 
	Our generation can leave the species a much better and more honest one by restoring sapient language. Throw FEAR in the garbage bin. Courage, with will, is what it takes. And as sapiens, we have more than enough of both. 
	The right to correct information, evidence-based names, are and can only be sapien rights. Fem's rights to fact-based names are sapien rights. Her right to be named fem is a sapient right. As a thinking-and-feeling individual who evolved with a mind, her rights are none other than sapien rights.  


     This article was written in the hope of convincing people that language is our basic creativity.  Creating  evidence-based, fact-based and reality-based names are examined in my other articles on language. 
   

